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unequivocally stated that he did not want th e1,111011 of Indla 
procedure provided by rule 6 to be followed or an Shri Dharampai 
oral enquiry to be held. The explanation submit- Chopra 
ted by him was taken into consideration and it Chopra j  
was tentatively decided that his services should ’ ’
be dispensed with. The show-cause notice was 
thereafter issued and he was called upon to sub
mit his explanation as to why he should not be 
dismissed. The explanation was submitted and 
considered. His prayer for personal interview 
was also granted. The question is whether the 
respondent was or was not afforded reasonable 
opportunity to defend himself and to show that the 
charges brought against him were false. It can
not be denied that this opportunity was once given 
to him, but he did not avail himself of it. Where 
a person does not deem it necessary to make use 
of the opportunity or refuses to take part in the 
enquiry, he cannot as of right demand the en
quiry to be held over again at the final stage. In 
Kapur Singh v. Union of India (1 ), a D. B. of this 
Court has held that where a public servant has had 
ample opportunity of defending himself at the 
first stage, his request for another similar en
quiry at the second stage, could not possibly be 
entertained and could rightly be rejected.

In the result the appeal is accepted, the judg
ment and decree of the District Judge are set aside 
ahd those of the trial Court restored. In view of 
the facts and circumstances of the case, I shall 

. leave the parties to bear their own costs through
out.
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whether applies to executed and executory contracts—Con- 
tract for the exclusive purposes o f  Pakistan—Meaning o f—  
Rights and liabilities of the two Dominions, whether affect- 
ed by the Joint Defence Council Order, 1947.

Held, that Article 8(1) of the Indian Independence 
(Rights, Property and Liabilities) Order, 1947, applies to 
contracts where the consideration is either executed or 
executory. In talking of “all rights and liabilities which 
have accrued or may accrue” under the contract, the 
article contemplates both classes of contracts.

Held, that the 1st part of Article 8(1) creates a legal 
fiction. The contract is actually made before August 15, 
1947 (the appointed day), but as from that date, the con- 
tract shall be deemed to have been made on behalf of the 
Dominion of Pakistan, if the contract is for purposes which 
as from, that day are exclusively purposes of the Dominion 
of Pakistan, and in any other case it shall be deemed to 
have been made on behalf of the Dominion of India. The 
test that must be applied for determining the meaning of 
the expression “a contract for the exclusive purposes of the 
Dominion of Pakistan” is an artificial test and the test may 
be either that if the contract had been entered into on 
August 15, 1947, whether it would have been a contract for 
the purposes of the Dominion of Pakistan, or if the Domi- 
nion of Pakistan had been in existence when the contract 
was entered into, whether it would have been a contract 
for the purposes of Pakistan.”

Held, that there is no provision in the Joint Defence 
Council Order 1947, which affects the rights and liabilities of - 
any of the two Dominions arising out of a contract and these 
rights and liabilities are dealt with by the Independence 
Order, 1947. 

Held, that the purpose of the contract is not determin
ed nor modified by the ultimate disposal of the goods sup-  
plied under the contract nor even by the power of control 
exercised over the goods after contract has been performed.

Held, that a claim for a refund of the price paid for 
bundles of wire-coils and of the security deposit does not 
relate to military stores and the Joint Defence Council Order, 
1947, has no direct application to such a claim.

(On Appeal under Article 132 read with Article 147 
and Article 133(1)(c) of the Constitution of India from the
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 Judgment and Order, dated the 17th July, 1952, of the 

Punjab High Court in First Appeal from Order No. 9 of 
 1949, against the Judgment and Decree of the Sub-Judge,

 1st Class, Ferozepur, dated the 9th February, 1949, in Civil 
 Suit, No. 134 of 1949).

 For the Appellant: Messrs Porus A . Mehta, R. Gopala- 
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J u d g m e n t

The Judgment of the Court was delivered by

S. K. Das, J.—This is an appeal on the strength 
of a certificate granted by the High Court of 
Punjab at Simla. The appellant is the Union of 
India and the respondent Messrs Chaman Lai 
Loona and Company, military contractors at 
Muktsar in the district of Ferozepur, now in the 
Indian State of Punjab.

The relevant facts are these. In the Court of 
the senior Subordinate Judge at Ferozepur, in 
August, 1948, the respondent Company made an 
application, purporting to be an application under 
s. 8(2) and s. 20 of the Arbitration Act, 10 of 1940, 
wherein the respondent alleged that in 1945 the 
respondent had entered into a contract for the 
supply of “bhoosa” (fodder) to the military depart
ment of the then undivided India through the 
Manager, Military Farms, Lahore Cantonment. 
The contract, it was alleged, was signed by the 
Assistant Director, Military Farms, on behalf of 
the then Government of India. The agreement 
between the parties was that the said Manager 
would also supply, on payment of price, wire coils 
in connection with the supply of bhoosa presum
ably for the purpose of tying the bundles of 
fodder, and on the supply being made and on re
turn of the wire coils, the military department



Union of India would give credit for the price of the coils already 
m / s. rtiaman Lai Pa*d by the respondent. In November, 1945, the 
Loona and Co. respondent supplied fodder and returned 152 
s  k  Das j  k u n c^ e s  wire coils. The Manager, Military
‘ ‘ ’ ' Farms, Lahore, informed the respondent, however,

that out of 152 bundles of wire coils, said to have been 
sent, 24 bundles had not been received, though no 
note o f such non-delivery was made at the time 
the consignment was received. The respondent 
had also deposited Rs. 11,026 by way of security 
with the military department in connection with 
the contract. The agreement contained an arbi
tration clause to the effect that if a dispute arose 
between the parties, it should be decided by the 
arbitrator named therein, viz., the District Com
mander concerned. The respondent said that he 
had a claim against the appellant for Rs. 720, the 
price of 24 bundles of wire coils at Rs. 30 per 
bundle, and for refund of Rs. 11,026, and prayed 
in terms of s. 20 of the Arbitration Act that the 
appellant be directed to file the agreement and 
other relevant documents, and that the Court do 
refer the dispute to the arbitrator named for the 
purpose of filing an award.
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As required by subsection (2) of s. 20 of the 
Arbitration Act, the application was registered as 
a suit, and a notice was issued to the appellant to 
show cause. The appellant showed cause by a 
written statement filed on November 4, 1948, in 
which the two substantial pleas taken were— (1) 
that by reason of the provisions of the Indian 
Independence (Rights, Property and Liabilities) 
Order, 1947, hereinafter referred to as the Inde
pendence Order, 1947, the Dominion of India, and 
later the Union of India, had no liability in respect 
of the contract in question, the purposes o f which 
contract as from August 15, 1947, were purposes 
exclusively for the Dominion of Pakistan; and (2)
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the Court at Ferozepore had no jurisdiction to tryUni01i of 1&dia 
the suit, as the cause of action did not arise within M/s Phnman T-a1 
its territorial jurisdiction. Loona and Co.

The two issues which were tried by the learn
ed Subordinate Judge were the aforesaid issues of 
liability and jurisdiction. On jurisdiction, he 
found in favour of the respondent, on the ground 
that the respondent was a ‘displaced person’ liv
ing in Muktsar which is in Ferozepore and therefore, 
the Court at Ferozepore had jurisdiction to try the 
suit. The High Court affirmed this finding, and as 
nothing now turns upon this issue, we are not 
called upon to make any pronouncement thereon. 
The issue as to the liability of the appellant on 
the basis of the contract in question is, however, 
very much a live issue. The learned Subordinate 
Judge found in favour o f the appellant on this 
issue, and dismissed the application. The High 
.Court reversed that finding, and allowed the ap
peal. In reversing the finding of the learned Sub
ordinate Judge, the High Court relied on the pro
visions of the Joint Defence Council Order, 1947, 
to be referred to hereinafter as the Defence Order, 
1947. The precise ground on which the High Court 
proceeded may best be put in the words of Khosla, 
J., who gave the leading judgment. Khosla, J., 
said:

“In the present case the Lahore Military 
farm is situated at Lahore and whether 
the fodder was supplied in 1945 or after 
the 15th of August, 1947, the purpose 
will be deemed to be a purpose of the 
Dominion of Pakistan on account of the 
territorial situation of Lahore. But in 
the present case, the fodder was to be 
supplied to a Military Farm and the 
fodder, therefore, constituted Military 
Stores. Military Stores were kept joint



Union of India 
v.

M /s. Chaman Lai 
Loona and Co.

S. K. Das, J.

/
/

\ .

and under the exclusive control of the 
Joint Defence Council who had the 
power of allocating these stores among 
the two Dominions and for transferring 
them from one place to another. There
fore, fodder lying in the Military Farm, 
Lahore, was not, on 15th August, 1947, 
the exclusive property of the Dominion 
of Pakistan but was under the exclusive 
control of the Joint Defence Council. 
This fodder could be transferred to a 
farm in India and thus could become the 
property of the Dominion of India. In 
the circumstances, it cannot be said that 
the contract for supply of fodder to the 
Military Farm, Lahore, was a contract 
exclusively for the purposes of the Do
minion of Pakistan if the contract were 
viewed on the 15th of August, 1947, and 
that being so, it must be held that the, 
contract was not a contract exclusively 
for the purposes of the Dominion of 
Pakistan. The decision of the learned 
trial Judge on this point must, there
fore, be set aside.”

pvkjab sm iw  l  m a r

The principal question in this appeal is whe
ther the High Court is right in its view as to the 
true scope and effect o f the relevant provisions of ‘ 
the Independence Order, 1947, and the Defence 
Order, 1947. Learned counsel for the appellant has 
challenged the correctness of that view, and has 
submitted— (1) that on a true construction o f 
Article 8 of the Independence Order, 1947, the con
tract under consideration in this case was as from  
the appointed day (i.e., August 15, 1947), a con
tract exclusively for the purposes of the Domin
ion o f Pakistan and shall be deemed to have been 
made on behalf of that Dominion, and all rights
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and liabilities which have accrued or may accrue Union of India 
| under such contract shall be the rights and liabili-M/gGRaman, 

ties of the Dominion of Pakistan; (2) that the Loona ana co.
. Defence Order, 1947, which set up a Joint Defence 

Council and provided for the exercise of certain 
powers of control by the said Council under Arti
cle 8 of that Order did not in any way affect the 
rights and liabilities arising out of the contract, 
which rights and liabilities were governed by the 
relevant provisions of the Independence Order,
1947f and (3) that, in any view, the, claim in the 
present case did not relate to military stores as the 
High Court wrongly assumed, and the Defence 

Order, 1947, had no application, at all to the facts
o f  this case.

On behalf of the respondent, the correctness 
of each of the above submissions has been serious
ly contested, and learned counsel for the respon
dent has strongly contended that the view of the 
High Court as to the relevant articles of the Inde
pendence Order, 1947 and the Defence Order, 1947 
is correct. Learned counsel also raised a prelimi
nary point of objection to the effect that on an ap
plication under s. 20, Arbitration Act, the only 
point for decision was if there was an arbitration 
agreement and the question o f liability was one 
for the arbitrator and not for the Court to decide. 
Ordinarily, that would be so. When, however, we 
pointed out to learned counsel that the Union of 
India as such was admittedly not a party to the 
arbitration agreement and could not be dragged 
therefore to an arbitration proceeding on the 
strength of an agreement to which it was not a 
party unless by operation of law it was deemed to 
be a party to the agreement, learned counsel gave 
up his preliminary objection and conceded that the 
question of liability must be decided in this case 
'with reference to the provisions of the Indepen
dence Order, 1947, and the Defence Order, 1947.



Union of India It is convenient at this stage to set out the 
m / s. Chaman Lai re êvant Provisions of the two Orders.. The De- 
Loona and Co. fence Order, 1947, was made in exercise o f the 
s k Das j Powers conferred by subsection (1) of s. 9 and in 
‘ ' ’ ’ pursuance of subsection (1) of section 11 o f the

Indian Independence Act, 1947, and was published :j 
on August 11, 1947. The Independence Order, i 
1947, was made in exercise o f the powers conferred 1 
by s. 9 of the Indian Independence Act, 1947, and ; 
was published on August 14, 1947. Both came into 
force at once. Article 3 o f the Defence Order, 
1947, states:

“ (1) As from the 15th day of August, 1947,; 
there shall be set up a Council to be 
known as the Joint Defence Council !i 

' for India and Pakistan.

(2) The said Council, hereinafter referred to ’ 
as the Joint Defence Council, shall con

. sist of— _ : .

(i) the Governor-General Of India, (ii) thef 
Defence Minister of India, (iii) thef 
Defence Minister of Pakistan, and| 
(iv) the Supreme Commander o ff  
His Majesty’s forces in India and 
Pakistan (hereinafter referred to 

. as the Supreme Commander).”  T
■ I'• iH

Article 8, so far as it is relevant, is in these terms

“The Joint Defence Council shall be in ex-|, 
elusive control of— f

(a) the division of the Indian forces betf 
ween the Dominions and their ref 
constitution as two separate Domi 
nion forces;
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(b) the allocation, transfer and move- union 6t ittdr* 
ment of officers and men belonging 
to the Indian forces for the pur- Loona and C6.'’ 
poses of such re-constitution; . T

(c) the allocation, transfer and movement 
for the purposes of such reconsti
tution of plant, machinery, equip
ment and stores held by the 
Governor-General in Council im
mediately before the 15th day 
of August, 1947, for the purposes of 
the Indian forces; etc.”

The Independence Order, 1947, states in Arti
cle 2 that the ‘appointed day’ means the fifteenth 
August, 1947. Article 3 so far as it is relevant for 
our purpose, states:

“ (1) The provisions o f this Order relate to 
the initial distributionof rights, property 
and liabilities consequential on the 
setting up of the Dominions of India and 
Pakistan, and shall have effect subject 
to any agreement between the two Do
minions or the Provinces concerned and 
to any award that may be made by the 

‘ ' Arbitral Tribunal.

(2) Nothing in this Order affects the powers 
of control over military plant, machin
ery, equipment and stores conferred on 
the Joint Defence Council by the Joint 
Defence Council Order, 1947.

91• %
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Union o f India Article 8(1), which is very important for. our pur- 
M /s, Chaman Lai Pose> is in these terms:
Loona and Co.

S. K. D a*,J . (1) Any contract made on behalf of the 
Governor-General in Council before the 
appointed day shall, as from that day,—

(a) if  the contract is for purposes which 
as from that day are exclusively pur
poses of the Dominion of Pakistan, 
be deemed to have been made on 
behalf o f the Dominion of Pakistan 
instead of the Governor-General in 
Council; and

(b) in any other case, be deemed to have 
been made on behalf of the Dom in
ion of India instead of the Governor- 
General in Council;

and all rights and liabilities which have 
accrued or may accrue under any such 
contract shall, to the extent to which 
they would have been rights or liabili
ties o f the Governor-General in Coun
cil, be rights or liabilities of the Domin
ion o f  Pakistan or the Dominion o f 
India, as the case may be.”

The first question is, what is the true scope 
and effect of Article 8(1) of the Independence Order 
1947 ? Does it apply to the contract in question, 
and if so, does the contract fall within: the pur
view of clause (a) or clause (b) ? At- one stage of 
the argument, learned counsel for the respondent 
contended that Article 8(1) did not apply to what 
is sometimes described as executed contracts; this 
point was also urged before Kapur, J., of the Pun
jab High Court (as he then. was) , and .one of the
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reasons given by him for a reference of the case 
a larger bench was the difficulty he felt if the con- ‘ „„ r,,, 
tract in question which has been performed and Low^an^,^' 
executed long before August 15, 1947, so far as the s k . J)aŝ 4, 
respondent was concerned, attracted the operation 
of clause (a) of Article 8(1). It is necessary to 
appreciate clearly the distinction between the two 
classes of contracts where the consideration is 
either executed or executory. “An executed con
sideration consists of an act or a promise. It is
the act which forms the consideration.............. No
contract is formed unless and until the act is per
formed, e.g. the payment for a railway ticket, but 
the act stipulated for exhausts the consideration, 
so that any subsequent promise, without further
consideration, is m erely a nudum pactum..............
In an executed consideration the liability is out
standing on one side only; it is a present as opposed 
to a future consideration. In an executory con
sideration the liability is outstanding on both sides.
It is in fact a promise for a promise; one promise
is bought by the other.............. The contract is ,
concluded as soon as the promises are exchanged.
In mercantile contracts this is by far the most 
common variety. In other words, a contract be
comes binding on the exchange of valid promises, 
one being the consideration for the other. It is 
clear, therefore, that there is nothing to prevent 
one of the parties from  carrying out his promise 
at once, i.e., performing his part of the contract; 
whereas the other party who provides the con
sideration for the act of or detriment to the first 
may not carry out his part of the bargain simul
taneously with the first party.” (Chitty on Con
tracts, Volume I, 21st Edri. pp. 43-44). On a plain 
reading o f Article 8(1) of the Independence Order,
1947, it is clear that it applies to both classes of 
cases: it says, in its concluding part, that “all 
rights and liabilities which have accrued or may 
accrue under any such contract, shall............ be



unfei of India rights or liabilities of the Dominion of Pakistan j
M/s. chaman Laior Dominion of India, as the case may be.” If *
Lo&ia and Co. the contract has been fully and completely per- < 

~T~~ _ * formed on both sides, no question o f any further i
rights and liabilities under the contract is likely ^
to arise. If, however, the contract is one in which j• • '
the consideration is executed on one side, there •> 
will be a right on one side and an outstanding i 

, liability on the other. If the consideration is exe- l
cutory on both sides, there will be outstanding 1 
rights and liabilities on both sides. In talking of 
“all rights and liabilities which have accrued or 
may accrue” under the contract, the Article clear
ly contemplates both classes Of cases. On this * 
question, we approve Of the view taken in Elahi 
Bux v. Union of India (1) and Krishna Ranjan v. ; 
Union of India (2) and disapprove of the view ex- ; 
pressed by Roxburgh, J. in Union of India v. Loke ■ 
Noth (3). i :

It is further clear that the first part of Article 
8(1) creates a legal fiction. The contract is ac
tually made before August 15, 1947 (the appointed 
day); but as from that date, the contract shall be 
deemed to have been made on behalf o f the Do
minion of Pakistan, if the contract is for purposes 
which as from that day are exclusively purposes 
of the Dominion of Pakistan, and in any other case 
it shall be deemed to have been made on behalf of 
the Dominion of India. What is the proper mean
ing of the expression “ a contract for the exclusive 
purposes o f the Dominion of Pakistan” ? We as
sent to the view expressed by Chagla C.J., in the 
Union of India v. Chinu Bhai Jeshingbhai (4). 
Said the learned Chief Justice:—

“It is clear from the language used in article 
8 that the test to be applied with regard

. (1) A.I.R. 1952 Cal. 471~~ ' ' ’
(2) A.I.R. 1954 Cal. 623 .
(3) A.I.R. 1952 Cal. 140
(4) I.L.R. 1953 Bom. 117, 130. . , - •

5

I
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to this contract is not whether the con- unionr , ijpdia 
tract was for the purposes of the Domin
ion o f Pakistan at the date when ̂ it was Loona aiK̂ eo. 
made. Ex hypothesi that test is clearly 
inapplicable. A ll contracts contem
plated by article 8 must be contracts 
which when made were made by un
divided India by the Governor-General 
in Council. The test that must be ap
plied is an artificial test and the test 
may be either if the contract had been 
entered into on August 15, 1947, whe
ther it would have been a contract for 
the purposes of the Dominion of Pakis
tan, or if the Dominion of Pakistan had 
been in existence when the contract 
was entered into, whether it would 
have been a contract for the purposes 
of Pakistan.”

This, we think, is the correct test to apply for 
determining the true scope and effect of Article 
8(1) of the Independence Order, 1947, and apply
ing this test, there is no doubt that the contract 
in question comes under clause (a) o f the said 
Article. The purpose of the contract was to sup
ply fodder to the Manager, Military Farms, 
Lahore Cantonment, which farms were in Pakis
tan on the appointed day. The contract was, 
therefore, exclusively for the purposes of the Do
minion of Pakistan as from the appointed day.

The second question is—do the provisions of 
the Defence Order, 1947, make any difference in 
the legal position ? The High Court thought, er
roneously in our opinion, that they did. It is true 
that clause (2) of Article 3 of the Independence
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u^on.of India Order, 1947, says that nothing in that Order affects
mj%. Ghaman L a ithe Powers of eontrol over military plant, 
Tibona and Co. machinery, equipment and stores conferred on the 

_ j  Joint Defence Council by the Defence Order, 1947. 
. . as, . Q auge 3̂  ̂ Article 3 of the Independence Order, 

1947, states that the powers of control over pro
perty conferred upon each Dominion by the Order 
shall include all powers of use, consumption, 
management etc. This, however, is subject to 
such powers of control as are given to the Joint 
Defence Council. Those powers of control are laid 
down in Article 8 of the Defence Order, 1947, 
clause (c) of which relates to “ the allocation, trans
fer and movement for the purposes of such re* 
constitution of plant, machinery, equipment and 
stores held by the Governor-General in Council 
immediately before the 15th day of August, 1947, 
for the purposes of the Indian forces.” The point 
which is to be emphasised is that what is saved by 

- clause (2) of Article 3 of the Independence Order,
• 1947, is ‘powers of control’ o f the Joint Defence

Council with regard to certain essential military 
equipment, etc., including stores. There is no pro
vision in the Defence Order, 1947, which affects 
the rights and liabilities of any o f the two Domin
ions arising out of a contract, and those rights and 
liabilities are dealt with by the Independence 
Order, 1947, The learned Judges of the High Court 
thought that the Defence Order, 1947, made a 
difference in the legal position in so far as the 
purpose of the contract was concerned. They 
realised and said that ordinarily the pur
pose of supplying fodder to the Military 
Farms at Lahore was a purpose exclusively for the 
Dominion of Pakistan; but they thought that on 
the assumption that ‘bhoosa’ was military store, 
the Joint Defence Council had powers of control 
over it and could send it wherever they wanted it 
to be sent; therefore, they said that the purpose
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ofithO 'contract;was,not,a,..purpose'exclusively,fotJJlto of 
the .Dominion of . Pakistan, ^ ? . tGhapaao kal*

Loona^and^Co-.
•We say this with great respect, but this line- '

of’reasoningappears to us to b e .due to .a .lack.oh s- K«j>a3rJ* 
proper appreciationof thedistinction between.the 
‘‘purpose of - the - contract’’ and the “ultimate dia? 
ppsal of ; tbe~,goods” supplied, under the contract.
The purpose-of -the contract is not determined.nor 
modified, dry the ultimate disposal of . the. gpods 
supplied,,uader'the1 contract, nor even by , the 
powers .of-,, control exercised over the goods .after 
th e-contract had been,performed by the respon
dent. Wherever * the goods, might be ultimately 
sent; the.purpose of the contract remained, what 
it was, that is, to supply fodder to the Manager,
Military-.Farms,.-Lahore, -which, .on -the test laid
down by «us, wasclearly a- purpose^ exclusively, f©r
the- D,ominion o f Pakistan. The Independence .
Order, ;1947f ,determines-the respective.rights ,and
liabilities under contracts. If, under the Defence
Order, 1947, some goods, die liability for the., price
of - which,under: the; Independence Order, 1947,. falls
on, say? .India, are allotted to Pakistan, then „the
valuefthereofvwill have to be adjusted, in accounts.
SuGh -allotment does, not, alter the- rights or liabili
ties determined under the Independence Order,
1947. We are, therefore, of the view that the High 
Gourt-'OftPtmjsdo'.was in  error:in ‘inferringfhat on 
the 'Sttem^h'Of 'certain provisions ■ of the -Defence 

- Order?. 1947p. the::comtract: in  : question -came .* within 
clause'->(b)fof3A£ticle -80)randm ot .clause*;(a).- We 
think ttetotheslearnedrSuijDrdinatfe Judge* correct
ly*'heldrthaitd^ -applied - andthe ‘Umomnf
India -had noiliahility- under the contract.

Only a Mw words are necessary to dispose^ of 
the third* contention urged before us. The*claim •
in the,present/case wasa-elaim for a* refund: of$the
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itnion of India price paid for 24 bundles of wire coils and of the 
m / s. chaman Lai security deposit. Such a claim did not relate to 
Loona and Co. military stores, and the Defence Order, 1947, had 
s k Das j no ĉ rec*; application to such a claim. It was only 
’ ’ ’ for examining the purpose of the contract that the

question o f ‘bhoosa’ being military store arose. 
The High Court assumed that ‘bhoosa’ was military 
store. Without deciding, whether ‘bhoosa’ is mili
tary store or not, we have also proceeded on the 
same assumption; but even on that assumption, 
there is no difference in the legal position. The 
purpose of the contract was still a purpose which, 
as from the appointed day, was a purpose exclu
sively for the Dominion of Pakistan. It is worthy 
of note that clause (c) of Article 8 o f the Defence 
Order, 1957, relates inter alia to stores held by the 
Governor-General in Council immediately before 
August 15, 1947, for the purposes of the Indian 
forces. There was nothing in the record to show 
that the ‘bhoosa’ supplied by the respondent in 
1945 was held by the Governor-General in Council 
immediately before August 15, 1947, so as to vest 
the power of control in the Joint Defence Council 
and thereby affect the purpose of the contract, as
suming, though we do not so decide, that such 
power of control can affect the purpose o f the con
tract.

r

The original contract was not produced in 
this case, as it was not available in the appropriate 
office in India. The respondent did not even pro
duce a copy thereof, but gave oral evidence as to 
the purpose of the contract. The Courts below 
proceeded on that oral evidence, and the appeal 
was argued before us on that footing. We have 
determined the purpose of the contract as on 
August 15,1947, on the basis o f that evidence, with
out deciding the further question if oral evidence 

• was admissible in this case as to the purpose of the 
contract.
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For the reasons given above, we allow this Umon Indm 
appeal, set aside the judgment and decree of the M/s. chaman Lai 
High Court, and restore those of the learned Loona and Co. 
Subordinate Judge. The appellant will get costs s K Dasy j  
throughout.
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PUNJAB SERIES

LETTERS PATENT APPEAL.

Before Bhandari, C. J. and Tek Chand, J.

CHINTO and KARTARO,— Petitioners, 

versus
NARINJAN SINGH and others,— Respondents,

Letters Patent Appeal No. 16(P) of 1952.

Limitation— Rule of— Applicability to a suit— Change of 
period of limitation during pendency of suit or proceeding—  
Whether retrospective— Time, when begins to run—Doubt 
as to— How to be resolved— Indian Evidence Act (I of 1872)—  
Section 115— Estoppel— Doctrine of— When operates—  
Whether applies to erroneous and gratuitous admissions.

Held, that the rule of limitation applicable to a spit is 
that which is in force at the time the suit is brought. It 
is of course within the competence of the rule-making 
power to promulgate a new rule of limitation or to change 
the period of limitation previously fixed, but in the absence 
of express language to the contrary the new rule must be 
presumed to operate prospectively and to apply only to 
cases arising subsequent to its promulgation. It will be 
given a retrospective operation only if it can be established 
that it was clearly the intention of the rule-making power 
that it should so operate.

Held also, that it is of the essence of the law of limita
tion that time begins to run under it as to a cause of action, 
the moment the right to sue has fully accrued or the 
moment the right to commence an action has come into 
existence. If there is a condition precedent to the right of 
action the cause of action does not accrue, and the limita
tion does not begin to run until that condition is performed.


